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Abstract 

Temporal envelope and fine structure are two prominent acoustic cues for speech perception. Most existing speech-transmission-index- 
based metrics make use of the temporal envelope information and discard the temporal fine structure (TFS) cue to predict speech intelligibility. 
Recent studies have shown that the TFS stimulus synthesized with multiband TFS waveforms contains rich intelligibility information, which 
is reflected as the recovered envelope from the TFS stimulus. The present study first assessed the performance of using the recovered 
envelope from the synthesized TFS stimulus to predict the intelligibility of noise-distorted and noise-suppressed speech. The TFS stimulus 
was synthesized and fed as an input into the conventional normalized covariance measure (NCM) module. The results showed that the 
recovered envelope from the TFS stimulus predicted the intelligibility as well as the original envelope extracted from the wideband speech 
signal did. In addition, an additive intelligibility model was designed to combine the envelope from wideband speech and the recovered 
envelope from the TFS stimulus to predict speech intelligibility. The prediction power was significantly improved when these two envelope 
waveforms were integrated. The present study suggests that the recovered envelope from the TFS stimulus may be alternative acoustic 
information for modeling speech intelligibility and improving the prediction power of the conventional NCM-based intelligibility index. 
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

A number of intelligibility indices have been developed to
bjectively model the intelligibility of the processed (e.g., by
oise corruption or noise suppression) speech (e.g., Steeneken
nd Houtgast, 1980; Holube and Kollmeier, 1996; Goldswor-
hy and Greenberg, 2004; Kates and Arehart, 2005; Jørgensen
nd Dau, 2013; Chen et al., 2013; Mamun et al., 2015 ). Tem-
oral envelope and fine structure have long been identified
s two acoustic cues important for speech perception (e.g.,
osen, 1992; Smith et al., 2002; Zeng et al., 2005 ). The most

traightforward mathematical definition of temporal envelope 
nd fine structure stems from the decomposition of a band-
assed signal into its envelope and fine structure components
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sing the Hilbert transform ( Smith et al., 2002 ). The tem-
oral envelope carries slow-varying amplitude fluctuation in-
ormation in time, whereas the temporal fine structure (TFS)
omponent mostly captures the rapid oscillations occurring at
 rate close to the center frequency of the band. The rela-
ive contributions of temporal envelope and fine structure for
peech perception have been extensively assessed in a num-
er of studies ( Shannon et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2002; Zeng
t al., 2005; Gilbert and Lorenzi, 2006; Lorenzi et al., 2006;
oore, 2008; Chen and Guan, 2013 ). For instance, it was

ound that the envelope waveforms extracted from up to four
hannels carry sufficient intelligibility information in a quiet
nvironment ( Shannon et al., 1995 ). In addition, many speech
ntelligibility indices were developed primarily based on enve-
ope information, such as the speech-based speech transition
ndex (STI) (Houtgast and Steeneken, 1980). 

The STI metric originally used an artificial signal as a
robe signal to measure the reduction of signal modulation
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
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Fig. 1. Signal processing steps involved in computing the NCM measure. 
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from a number of frequency bands and a range of modula-
tion frequencies (e.g., 0.6–12.5 Hz) that carry important in-
formation for speech intelligibility ( Houtgast and Steeneken,
1971 ). Recently, many modifications have been proposed, for
instance, to use speech signals as probe signals in computing
the STI metric. Among them, one successful example is the
speech-based normalized covariance measure (NCM) ( Holube
and Kollmeier, 1996; Goldsworthy and Greenberg, 2004 ). The
computation of the NCM measure discards the fine structure
from analysis bands (see more in Fig. 1 and Section 2.2 ) be-
cause earlier studies have demonstrated that the information
contained in low-frequency ( < 16 Hz) envelope modulations is
sufficient for speech perception (e.g., Drullman et al. , 1994a,
1994b ). In other words, the conventional NCM measure is
envelope-centric and based on the primary role of envelope
information to speech intelligibility. Many studies have shown
the efficiencies of the NCM measure in predicting the intel-
ligibility of speech in noise, in reverberation, or processed
by vocoder (e.g., Goldsworthy and Greenberg, 2004; Chen
and Loizou, 2011 ). Although the envelope-based NCM mea-
sures are able to account for the linear distortions introduced
by filtering and additive noise, when speech is subjected to
nonlinear processing (e.g., noise suppression), they fail to suc-
cessfully predict speech intelligibility (e.g., van Buuren et al.,
1999; Goldsworthy and Greenberg, 2004 ). For instance, some
noise suppression algorithms (e.g., the spectral subtractive al-
gorithm in Gustafsson et al., 2001 ) can introduce nonlinear
distortions in the noise-suppressed signal and unduly increase
the level of modulation in the temporal envelope that would
be incorrectly interpreted as increased signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) by the envelope-based measure (e.g., Goldsworthy and
Greenberg, 2004 ). 

However, a number of recent studies have shown that lis-
teners can recognize, with high accuracy, speech synthesized
to contain only multiband TFS information. The TFS stim-
ulus was synthesized by splitting a wideband speech signal
into multiple bands, extracting the TFS waveform (e.g., via
Hilbert transform) in each band, and summing root-mean-
square (RMS) weighted TFS waveforms from all bands (see
more in Section 2.3 on the process of TFS stimulus syn-
thesis, and see the review by Moore, 2008 ). Smith et al.
(2002) showed, for instance, that when speech was synthe-
sized using the Hilbert-derived TFS waveforms from a smaller
number of frequency bands, speech intelligibility was gener-
ally good. Studies also suggested that the recovered envelope
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
rom the TFS- or phase-based stimulus accounts for the in-
elligibility of the TFS- or phase-based stimulus (e.g., Gilbert
nd Lorenzi, 2006; Chen and Guan, 2013 ). Hence, given the
mportance of the TFS cue to speech perception, the first

otivation of this study is to assess whether the recovered
nvelope from the TFS stimulus can be used to predict the
ntelligibility of noise-distorted and noise-suppressed speech
nd compare its performance with the conventional envelope-
ased intelligibility index (i.e., NCM) using envelope infor-
ation extracted from the wideband speech signal. As men-

ioned earlier, the conventional NCM measure discards fine
tructure information in its computation. The fine structure
aveforms will be summed to synthesize the TFS stimulus

n this study. We hypothesize that the recovered envelope
rom the synthesized TFS stimulus would also well predict
peech intelligibility; however, the prediction power may be
nfluenced by several factors used in synthesizing the TFS
timulus, e.g., number of TFS channels. Studies have found
hat using a large number of channels in synthesizing the TFS
timulus yields a reduced amount of intelligibility information
ontained in the TFS stimulus ( Smith et al., 2002; Lorenzi
t al., 2006; Gilbert and Lorenzi, 2006 ). In addition, studies
ave also suggested the usage of a high modulation frequency
i.e., the low-pass cutoff frequency used to extract the tem-
oral envelope waveform) for modeling the intelligibility of
peech with diminished acoustic cues (e.g., Chen and Loizou,
011 ). When the modulation rate was improved from 12.5 Hz
o 100 Hz, Chen and Loizou found that the extracted tempo-
al envelope information captured more intelligibility infor-
ation, i.e., the correlation coefficient between the envelope-

ased NCM measures and subjective intelligibility scores was
ncreased from 0.85 to 0.92 ( Chen and Loizou, 2011 ). The
resent work will examine how these two factors (i.e., num-
er of TFS channels and modulation rate) would influence
he prediction performance of the recovered-envelope-based
ntelligibility index. 

Because both envelope waveforms (i.e., from wideband
peech and from synthesized TFS stimulus) carry important
nformation for modeling speech intelligibility, the second
im of the present work is to further improve the intelligi-
ility prediction power of the conventional NCM measure
riginally based on the wideband speech signal. The en-
elopes computed from the wideband speech and synthesized
FS stimulus will be integrated into a new intelligibility in-
ex to improve the performance of envelope-based speech
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
6/j.specom.2016.01.006 
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Table 1 
The center frequencies and bandwidths of the N Butterworth filters used in this study. 

N Center frequencies (Hz) Bandwidth (Hz) 

2 711, 2261 822, 2277 
4 454, 865, 1549, 2688 308, 513, 854, 1422 
8 367, 521, 720, 977, 1309, 1736, 2288, 2999 134, 173, 224, 289, 373, 481, 621, 801 
16 331, 398, 475, 562, 661, 773, 900, 1045, 1209, 1396, 

1608, 1849, 2122, 2433, 2786, 3186 
63, 71, 81, 92, 105, 119, 135, 153, 174, 198, 225, 
256, 290, 330, 375, 426 

20 324, 377, 435, 500, 571, 650, 737, 834, 941, 1060, 
1191, 1336, 1498, 1676, 1873, 2092, 2334, 2602, 
2898, 3227 

49, 55, 61, 67, 74, 82, 91, 101, 112, 124, 138, 152, 
169, 187, 207, 229, 254, 281, 311, 345 
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ntelligibility prediction. This is based on the hypothesis that
he performance of intelligibility prediction will be improved
hen more relevant acoustic information is integrated into a
odel to predict intelligibility. 

. Methodology 

.1. Temporal envelope and fine structure 

The Hilbert transform is commonly used to separate a sig-
al into two components of temporal envelope and fine struc-
ure. The Hilbert envelope and fine structure are derived from
he following (complex-valued) analytic signal s ( t ): 

(t ) = s r (t ) + i · s i (t ) , (1)

here s r ( t ) is the real-valued signal, and s i ( t ) representing the
maginary part is the Hilbert transform of s r ( t ) ( Baher, 2001 ).
he signal in Eq. (1) can also be represented as: 

 r (t ) = A (t ) · cos (φ(t )) , (2)

here A ( t ) denotes the Hilbert envelope as: 

 (t ) = 

√ 

s 2 r (t ) + s 2 i (t ) , (3) 

nd cos ( φ( t )) denotes the Hilbert fine structure, and the in-
tantaneous phase φ( t ) is computed as: 

(t ) = atan 

(
s i (t ) 

s r (t ) 

)
. (4) 

Note that the signal A ( t ) in Eq. (3) represents the slowly
arying component of the signal (or amplitude fluctuation),
hereas the signal cos ( φ( t )) contains the more rapidly varying

omponent of the signal (or frequency modulation). 

.2. The envelope-based NCM index 

The normalized covariance measure, which is largely seen
s an STI-based measure, is computed as follows (see Fig. 1 ).
he speech signal is first decomposed into N bands spanning

he signal bandwidth (300–3400 Hz in this study). Table 1
hows the center frequencies and bandwidths of the N filters
sed in this study. Note that the bandwidth covaries when the
umber of bands is increased. The speech decomposition is
mplemented with a series of fourth-order Butterworth filters,
hose cutoff frequencies space the cochlear frequency map
ith equal steps and are computed according to the cochlear
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
requency–position function ( Greenwood, 1990 ). The enve-
ope of each band is computed using the Hilbert transform
nd then downsampled to 2 f cut Hz, thereby limiting the enve-
ope modulation rate to f cut Hz. Note that the envelope modu-
ation rate could be understood as the cutoff frequency when
sing low-pass filtering to extract the slowly varying envelope
aveform. Let x i (t) and y i (t) be the downsampled envelope of

he clean and processed signals, respectively, in the i th band.
he normalized covariance in the i th band is computed as: 

i = 

∑ 

t ( x i (t ) − x̄ i )( y i (t ) − ȳ i ) √ ∑ 

t ( x i (t ) − x̄ i ) 
2 
√ ∑ 

t ( y i (t ) − ȳ i ) 
2 
, (5) 

here x̄ i and ȳ i are the mean values of x i (t) and y i (t), respec-
ively. The SNR in the i th band is defined as: 

N R i = 10 log 10 

(
ρ2 

i 

1 − ρ2 
i 

)
, (6) 

nd is subsequently limited to the range of [ −15,15] dB. The
ransmission index (TI) in each band is computed by linearly
apping the SNR values between 0 and 1, as: 

 I i = (SN R i + 15) / 30. (7)

Finally, the transmission indices are averaged across all
requency bands to yield the NCM index, as: 

C M oE = 

∑ N 
i=1 T I i ×w i ∑ N 

i=1 w i 

, (8) 

here W = ( w 1 …w i … w N 

) T denotes a band importance func-
ion applied to the N transmission index TI i . Among several
ethods for choosing the band importance function W in
q. (8) , this study uses the most common ANSI articulation

ndex (AI) weights ( ANSI, 1997 ). Note that we use subscript
oE” in NCM oE in Eq. (8) to denote the fact that the com-
utation of this NCM measure uses the original envelope (or
oE”) waveform extracted from the input wideband speech
ignal. It can be seen that this NCM (or NCM oE ) measure
ses the temporal envelope waveforms extracted using the
ilbert transform in different frequency bands, and in this
rocess, the TFS waveforms stemming from the other part of
he Hilbert transform are discarded. 

.3. Temporal fine structure stimulus 

As noted earlier, the TFS stimulus is synthesized with the
nformation discarded in the computation of the conventional
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
6/j.specom.2016.01.006 
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Fig. 2. Signal processing steps involved in synthesizing the TFS stimulus. “Env” and “TFS” denote the temporal envelope and fine structure, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Block diagrams to compute the (a) NCM oE and (b) NCM rE measures. 
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NCM measure in Fig. 1 . More specifically, as shown in Fig. 2 ,
the input speech signal is first split into N syn frequency bands.
The subscript “syn” indicates the number of channels used in
synthesizing the TFS stimulus. The Hilbert transform is ap-
plied to the N syn band-passed signals to obtain the TFS wave-
forms. Unlike the steps in computing the NCM measure, the
envelope components are discarded, whereas the N syn -channel
TFS components are weighted to have the same RMS value
as the band-passed signal, summed up, and finally adjusted
to the RMS level of the original input speech signal. Note
that both the processed and clean speech signals are used to
generate the TFS stimuli. These two TFS stimuli are then
used as input signals to compute the transmission index and
NCM rE measure, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). We use subscript “rE”
in NCM rE to denote the fact that its computation uses the re-
covered envelope from the synthesized TFS stimulus in Fig.
2. 

Fig. 3 compares the implementations of the NCM oE and
NCM rE measures. Note that when the number of synthesis
channels ( N syn ) in Fig. 2 is identical to the number of chan-
nels ( N ) in Fig. 1 , the TFS stimulus in Fig. 2 is synthe-
sized exactly with the information (i.e., multiband TFS wave-
forms) discarded in the computation of the NCM oE measure in
Fig. 1. 

2.4. Additive intelligibility model to integrate two envelopes 

Two types of envelope waveforms are noted in this study,
i.e., one from the original wideband speech signal (i.e., “oE”)
and the other from the synthesized TFS stimulus (i.e., “rE”).
We expect that the combination of these two envelopes ought
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
o improve the prediction of speech intelligibility. An additive
ntelligibility model is designed in the present study, which
ssumes that the contribution of the original and recovered
nvelopes is additive. The transmission index for band i is
onstructed as follows: 

 I oE+r E i = a · T I r E i + (1 − a) · T I o E i , (9)

here T I o E i and T I r E i denote the transmission indices com-
uted from the original and recovered envelopes, respectively,
xtracted in the i th band, and a is a weight taking values be-
ween 0 and 1. Accordingly, the integrated intelligibility index
s denoted as NCM oE + rE , where the subscript “oE + rE” rep-
esents the usage of two types of envelope waveforms. The
odel in Eq. (9) could provide valuable insights regarding

he contribution of the original envelope and recovered enve-
ope to intelligibility modeling. By varying the weight a in
q. (9) , we can assess the individual contribution of the origi-
al envelope and recovered envelope. A small value of weight
 in Eq. (9) indicates a smaller contribution by the recovered
nvelope (or a larger contribution of the original envelope) in
he additive intelligibility model, and vice versa. 

. Speech intelligibility data 

The speech intelligibility data were taken from the in-
elligibility evaluation of noise-corrupted speech processed
hrough eight different noise suppression algorithms by a total
f 40 NH listeners ( Hu and Loizou, 2007 ). IEEE sentences
 IEEE, 1969 ) were used as test material, and all sentences
ere produced by a male talker and downsampled to 8 kHz.
he masker signals were taken from the AURORA database
 Hirsch and Pearce, 2000 ), involving real-world recordings
rom four different places: babble, car, street, and train. The
askers additively corrupted the speech signals at 5 and 0 dB
NR levels. The processed speech sentence files, along with

he noisy speech files, were presented monaurally to the lis-
eners in a double-walled soundproof booth via Sennheiser
D 250 Linear II circumaural headphones at comfortable lis-

ening levels. Twenty IEEE sentences were used for each con-
ition, and none of the sentences were repeated. The intelli-
ibility scores were obtained from NH listeners in a total of
2 conditions ( = 4 maskers × 2 SNR levels × 8 algorithms + 4
askers × 2 noisy references), including 8 noisy and 64 noise-

uppressed conditions, or 36 noisy/noise-suppressed condi-
ions at each SNR level. The percentage intelligibility score
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
6/j.specom.2016.01.006 
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Table 2 
Correlation coefficients ( r ) obtained with the NCM oE and NCM rE measures 
for predicting sentence intelligibility scores as a function of modulation rate 
( f cut ) and the number of channels N syn in synthesizing the TFS stimulus. The 
number of channels N = 20 was used to compute the NCM oE and NCM rE 

measures. An asterisk ( ∗) indicates that the correlation difference between 
NCM oE and NCM rE is significant ( p < 0.05). 

N syn 

NCM rE NCM oE 

f cut =12.5 Hz 25 Hz 50 Hz f cut =12.5 Hz 25 Hz 50 Hz 

2 0 .82 0 .82 0 .83 
4 0 .80 0 .82 0 .83 
8 0 .80 0 .82 0 .85 0 .79 0 .80 0 .78 

16 0 .75 0 .80 0 .83 
20 0 .60 ∗ 0 .71 0 .81 
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Table 3 
Correlation coefficients ( r ) obtained with the NCM oE , NCM rE , and 
NCM oE + rE measures for predicting sentence intelligibility scores. The num- 
ber of synthesis channels N syn was 20. The number of channels N = 20 and 
modulation rate f cut =50 Hz were used to compute the NCM oE and NCM rE 

measures. Note that “36” includes 32 noise-suppressed conditions plus 4 
noise-corrupted conditions. Asterisk indicates that the correlation coefficients 
from the NCM oE + rE measure are significantly ( p < 0.05) larger than the two 
correlation coefficients computed with the NCM oE and NCM rE measures. 

Conditions NCM oE NCM rE NCM oE + rE ( a ) 

All (72) 0 .78 0 .81 0 .88 ∗ (0.2) 
Noisy (8) 0 .89 0 .90 0 .92 (0.2) 
Noise-suppressed (64) 0 .83 0 .81 0 .91 ∗ (0.3) 
0 dB SNR (36) 0 .64 0 .71 0 .78 ∗ (0.2) 
5 dB SNR (36) 0 .73 0 .73 0 .83 ∗ (0.3) 
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(  
or each condition was calculated by dividing the number of
ords correctly identified by the total number of words in
 particular testing condition. More details about the noise
uppression algorithms and the procedure used to collect the
ntelligibility scores can be found in Hu and Loizou (2007)
nd Loizou (2007) . 

. Results 

The average sentence intelligibility scores obtained by NH
isteners in Section 3 were subjected to correlation analysis
ith the corresponding values obtained by the NCM measure

i.e., NCM oE , NCM rE , or NCM oE + rE ). More specifically, cor-
elation analysis was performed between the mean (across all
0 subjects) sentence intelligibility scores obtained in each of
he 72 testing conditions and the corresponding mean (com-
uted across the 20 sentences in each condition) intelligibility
ndex values obtained in each condition. Pearson’s correlation
oefficient ( r ) was used to assess the performance of the in-
elligibility measures to predict intelligibility scores. 

.1. Intelligibility prediction with recovered-envelope-based 

CM measure 

Table 2 shows the correlation results of the speech in-
elligibility modeling by the NCM oE and NCM rE measures.
he diagrams to compute the NCM oE and NCM rE values are
hown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Note that the NCM rE measure
sed the TFS stimulus synthesized with N syn channels (see
ig. 2 ); in computing the NCM rE and NCM oE measures, we
sed the number of channel N = 20 and selected the modu-
ation rate from 12.5 to 50 Hz (see Fig. 1 ). For the NCM rE 

easure, a positive contribution of high modulation rate (par-
icularly at a large number of synthesis channels N syn ) is seen
n Table 2 . When the number of synthesis channels N syn is set
o 20, the correlation coefficient is increased from r = 0.60 at
 cut = 12.5 Hz to r = 0.81 at f cut = 50 Hz. This is not surpris-
ng, because the recovered envelope from the TFS stimulus
s commonly believed to account for the intelligibility of the
FS stimulus, and the envelope waveform recovered with a
igh modulation rate may carry more intelligibility informa-
ion. In addition, the negative effect of a large N syn value (i.e.,
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
ore channels in synthesizing the TFS stimulus) is observed
rom Table 2 , i.e., correlation coefficient r = 0.82 at N = 2 to
 = 0.60 at N = 20 and f cut = 12.5 Hz. This finding is consistent
ith previous speech perception results regarding the effect
f the number of synthesis channels ( N syn ) on the intelligibil-
ty of the TFS stimulus (e.g., Smith et al., 2002; Gilbert and
orenzi, 2006; Chen and Guan, 2013 ), i.e., intelligibility dete-

ioration from increasing the number of bands for TFS-based
peech synthesis. 

A paired comparison of correlation coefficients computed
ith the NCM oE and NCM rE measures at N syn =N = 20 and
odulation rate f cut =12.5 Hz shows that the correlation coef-
cient of the NCM oE measure is significantly ( p < 0.05) larger

han that of the NCM rE measure ( Steiger, 1980 ), i.e., r = 0.79
s. 0.60, which indicates that the envelope waveform extracted
rom wideband speech contains more intelligibility informa-
ion correlated with speech intelligibility. However, at high
odulation rate f cut =50 Hz, the two correlation coefficients

o not show a significant ( p > 0.05) difference, i.e., r = 0.78
s. 0.81. 

To further compare the prediction powers of the NCM oE 

nd NCM rE measures, we split the 72 conditions according
o their signal processing approaches. As shown in Table 3 ,
e computed the correlation coefficients from a subset of all
2 conditions. More specifically, we computed the correlation
oefficients from 8 noisy conditions, 64 noise-suppressed con-
itions, 36 SNR = 0 dB conditions and 36 SNR = 5 dB condi-
ions. The computation of the NCM oE and NCM rE measures
sed N syn = N = 20 and f cut = 50 Hz. It can be seen in Table 3
hat all differences between the correlation coefficients com-
uted with the NCM oE and NCM rE measures at the same
ub-dataset are not significant ( p > 0.05). 

.2. Intelligibility prediction with combined-envelope-based 

CM measure 

This study also assessed the intelligibility prediction per-
ormance by using the additive model designed in Eq. (9) ,
nd the results are shown in Fig. 4 . Each panel in Fig. 4 cor-
esponds to one modulation rate used to compute the NCM oE 

nd NCM rE measures, i.e., 12.5, 25, and 50 Hz in panels (a),
b), and (c), respectively. In each panel, the leftmost (at a = 0)
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
6/j.specom.2016.01.006 
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Fig. 4. The correlation coefficients ( r ) between the predicted NCM oE + rE values and sentence recognition scores as a function of weight a in the additive 
intelligibility model and with modulation rate f cut (a) 12.5, (b) 25, and (c) 50 Hz. The number of synthesis channels N syn was 20. The number of channels 
N = 20 was used to compute the NCM oE and NCM rE measures. Asterisks denote that the correlation coefficient r max is significantly larger than those obtained 
from NCM oE at a = 1 and NCM rE at a = 0. 

Fig. 5. Scatterplots of the predicted (a) NCM oE , (b) NCM rE , and (c) NCM oE + rE values against sentence recognition scores. The number of synthesis channels 
N syn was 20. The number of channels N = 20 and modulation rate f cut =50 Hz were used to compute the NCM oE and NCM rE measures. 
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and rightmost (at a = 1) correlation coefficients are obtained
with the NCM rE and NCM oE measures, respectively. It is seen
that when using the additive model to integrate both envelopes
from the wideband signal and synthesized TFS stimulus, the
prediction correlation coefficient could be further improved to
r = 0.87 or 0.88, which is significantly ( p < 0.05) larger than
the two correlation coefficients computed with the NCM oE 

(i.e., a = 1) and NCM rE (i.e., a = 0) measures. However, the
value of the weight a yielding the maximal prediction corre-
lation differs slightly in Fig. 4 , i.e., a = 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2 in
panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Fig. 5 shows the scatter-
plots of the predicted NCM oE , NCM rE , and NCM oE + rE values
against sentence recognition scores. 

Table 3 also shows the prediction correlation coefficients
of the NCM oE + rE measure when computed with various sub-
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
atasets. It is seen that, except for the analysis with 8 noisy
onditions, the correlation coefficients from the NCM oE + rE 

easure are significantly ( p < 0.05) larger than the two cor-
elation coefficients computed with the NCM oE and NCM rE 

easures. In addition, the original envelope plays a larger
ontribution than the recovered envelope for the improved
rediction correlation, as manifested by the small values of
eight a shown in Table 3. 

.3. Cross-validation for the NCM oE + rE -based intelligibility 
rediction 

A cross-validation approach was used to assess the robust-
ess of the proposed NCM rE and NCM oE + rE measures in
odeling speech ineligibility. More precisely, the full dataset
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
6/j.specom.2016.01.006 
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Table 4 
The correlation coefficients ( r ) obtained by the modified NCM measure based 
on various training–testing partitions of the dataset. The number of synthesis 
channels ( N syn ) was 20. The number of channels N = 20 and modulation 
rate f cut =50 Hz were used to compute the NCM oE and NCM rE measures. 
An asterisk ( ∗) indicates that the correlation difference between NCM oE (or 
NCM rE ) and NCM oE + rE is significant ( p < 0.05). 

Training–
testing 
dataset 
partition 

NCM oE NCM rE NCM oE + rE ( a ) 

50–50% 0 .74 ∗ 0 .79 0 .85 (0.4) 
33–67% 0 .83 0 .79 ∗ 0 .90 (0.2) 
25–75% 0 .78 ∗ 0 .78 ∗ 0 .88 (0.3) 
20–80% 0 .80 ∗ 0 .79 ∗ 0 .90 (0.3) 
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i.e., 72 conditions) was divided into a training sub-dataset,
hich was used to obtain the weight a for the two envelopes,

nd a testing sub-dataset that was used to assess the per-
ormance of the proposed NCM rE and NCM oE + rE measures.
he partitions were made as follows. The complete set of
onditions was first ordered according to their intelligibility
cores. The training dataset was constructed by selecting one
ut of every two conditions, leading to a 50–50% partition
f the training–testing datasets. Three additional training–
esting dataset partitions were also implemented (including
3–67%, 25–75%, and 20–80%) by selecting one out of ev-
ry 3, 4, and 5 conditions, respectively, from the complete
ataset. 

Table 4 shows several findings that are consistent with pre-
ious results. First, the NCM rE measure performs equally well
s the NCM oE measure in predicting intelligibility scores at
ll training–testing conditions. The correlation coefficients ob-
ained from the NCM oE and NCM rE measures are close, and
heir differences are insignificant ( p > 0.05). Second, when us-
ng the additive intelligibility model in Eq. (9) to predict in-
elligibility scores, the correlation coefficients are significantly
 p < 0.05) higher than those computed with the original en-
elope or recovered envelope. Third, the relative contribution
rom the original envelope is larger than that from the recov-
red envelope, as shown by the small values of weight a (i.e.,
.2–0.4) in Table 4. 

. Discussion and conclusions 

Amplitude and phase are two primarily acoustic properties
ontained in speech signals. A number of studies have focused
n making use of amplitude fluctuation information (e.g., tem-
oral envelope) in speech perception; hence, many envelope-
ased speech intelligibility indices were developed and found
o be effective in modeling speech intelligibility. Nevertheless,
any recent studies have suggested that envelope information

lone is not sufficient to provide better speech intelligibility
n adverse conditions, e.g., by noise suppression processing.
owever, the importance of phase information has attracted

ncreasing attention in speech recognition and intelligibility
odeling. For instance, the TFS waveform, which contains

hase variation information, was suggested to be important
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
or recognizing speech in noise ( Zeng et al., 2005 ), under-
tanding tonal language ( Nie et al., 2005 ), etc. New intelligi-
ility indices based on TFS cues were also developed (e.g.,
hen et al., 2013 ). 

Although the mechanism of TFS- or phase-based speech
ecognition is not yet well understood, many studies have
sserted that it may be largely attributed to the recovered en-
elope from the TFS stimulus (e.g., Zeng et al., 2004; Gilbert
nd Lorenzi, 2006 ). The recovered envelope can be simply ex-
racted by the conventional signal processing involving band-
assing, waveform rectification, and low-pass filtering, which
imulates the signal transmission pathway in the periphery
uditory system. As shown in Fig. 1 , only temporal envelope
nformation is used in the computation of the NCM measure,
nd the fine structure information complementary to the en-
elope information was discarded. The present study first as-
essed the performance using the discarded TFS information
o predict speech intelligibility. The results showed that the
wo envelope waveforms (i.e., original and recovered) con-
ained almost the same amount of intelligibility prediction in-
ormation, as shown in Table 2 . In addition, this result holds
or all examined sub-datasets, as shown in Table 3 . Neverthe-
ess, it was found that the intelligibility information contained
n the recovered envelope shows a different pattern compared
ith that in the original envelope. As observed in Table 2 ,

he number of synthesis channels N syn has a notable effect
n the intelligibility predication performance. Synthesizing 

he TFS stimulus with more channels deteriorates the perfor-
ance of intelligibility prediction, which is consistent with
ndings from speech perception experiments (e.g., Lorenzi et
l., 2006; Gilbert and Lorenzi, 2006 ). Similarly, the usage of a
igh modulation rate leads to a better intelligibility prediction
erformance at a large number of channels (e.g., N = 20). In
ontrast, the performance of the NCM oE -based intelligibility
rediction is not significantly influenced by the modulation
ate ( Ma et al., 2009 ). 

Because the recovered envelope from the synthesized TFS
timulus also carries much information for intelligibility pre-
iction, this study further used an additive model to integrate
hese two envelope waveforms into a composite intelligibil-
ty index, i.e., NCM oE + rE . First, the results showed that the
dditive model could significantly ( p < 0.05) improve the pre-
iction power of the conventional envelope-based intelligibil-
ty index, i.e., NCM oE . The prediction correlation coefficient
as improved to r = 0.88, which is significantly ( p < 0.05)

arger than the value computed with the NCM oE or NCM rE 

easures. This suggests the advantage of integrating two en-
elopes for intelligibility modeling. In addition, this result of
mproved prediction correlation indicates that the recovered 

nvelope contains information complementary to the origi-
al envelope, at least for speech intelligibility modeling. The
nclusion of this excess information from the recovered enve-
ope accounts for the improved performance of intelligibility

odeling. Second, the additive intelligibility model shows that
he importance of the original envelope is larger than that of
he recovered envelope in modeling speech intelligibility in
his study, because the weight for the original envelope, i.e.,
ibility with recovered envelope from temporal fine structure 
6/j.specom.2016.01.006 
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(1–a ), is larger than that for the recovered envelope, i.e., a ,
as shown in Fig. 1. 

The noise-suppressed speech contains nonlinear distortion
introduced by noise suppression algorithms. Many studies
have attempted to improve the power of intelligibility pre-
diction for the noise-suppressed speech (e.g., Ma et al., 2009;
Chen and Loizou, 2012; Chen et al., 2013 ). For instance, Ma
et al. (2009) used the same intelligibility dataset (i.e., the 72
conditions in this study) to evaluate the predictive power of
the NCM measure. A signal-specific band-importance func-
tion was found to play critical roles in improving the perfor-
mance of the examined NCM measure to predict the intelli-
gibility of speech processed by noise suppression algorithms
under noisy listening conditions ( Ma et al., 2009 ). Chen and
Loizou assessed the intelligibility prediction performance of
the NCM measure by using selected (e.g., vowel–consonant
transition) segments and obtained significantly improved intel-
ligibility prediction performance. However, these approaches
require additional (and complicated) signal processing to ex-
tract useful information to improve intelligibility prediction
power. Some processing has a high computational load or
is difficult to implement in real scenarios. For instance, Ma
et al. (2009 ) computed the signal-dependent band-importance
function, and Chen and Loizou (2012 ) required a priori in-
formation on the clean signal for segmenting speech signals
into multiple regions. In contrast, the present work provides
an alternative and simple method by using the fine structure
information that is discarded in the computation of the NCM
measure. The computation of the NCM rE measure does not
require additional knowledge of speech or noise signals and
can be viewed as a byproduct of computing the conventional
NCM oE measure. However, this simple processing can signif-
icantly improve the prediction power of the NCM oE measure,
as shown in Fig. 2. 

In conclusion, this study presented a detailed analysis of
an intelligibility index that is computed with the recovered
envelope from the fine structure stimulus. The computation
of the NCM rE measure is rather simple, i.e., using the syn-
thesized TFS stimulus (discarded in the computation of the
conventional NCM measure) as an input signal. Two analy-
ses (i.e., its independent performance and assistive power to
the conventional NCM measure) were carried out to investi-
gate its performance for modeling speech intelligibility. The
following conclusions can be drawn from the present study: 

(1) A high correlation (up to r = 0.81) can be obtained
with the modified NCM rE measure by using the recov-
ered envelope from the TFS stimulus. This correlation
value is at the same level as that computed with the con-
ventional NCM measure in all test conditions (see Table
3 ), suggesting that the TFS stimulus contains much im-
portant information for modeling speech intelligibility. 

(2) Consistent with earlier findings on the effect of the TFS
stimulus on speech recognition, the TFS stimulus syn-
thesized with more channels contains less information
for intelligibility prediction. However, this declined in-
telligibility prediction performance can be compensated
Please cite this article as: F. Chen et al., Modeling speech intellig
stimulus, Speech Communication (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
by using a high modulation rate to recover the envelope
waveform from the TFS stimulus. 

(3) Higher correlations can be achieved when combining
the two envelopes (i.e., original envelope from the wide-
band signal and recovered envelope from the TFS stim-
ulus) to predict speech intelligibility. This may be at-
tributed to the fact that the two indices (i.e., NCM oE 

and NCM rE ) provide complementary information about
speech. The original envelope captures intelligibility
information that signifies the slow-varying amplitude
modulation, which is lacking in the TFS stimulus. In
contrast, the recovered envelope captures information
related to modulating frequency (or phase) variation,
which is discarded in the computation of the NCM mea-
sure. 

(4) The original envelope from the wideband speech signal
has a relatively larger contribution than the recovered
envelope from the synthesized TFS stimulus in the ad-
ditive intelligibility model [i.e., Eq. (9) ] to model speech
intelligibility. 
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